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Khamenei is the God of Terrorist 
Devil government rolling by Khamenei 

Hamburg , 15.10.2023, 23:34 Time

USPA NEWS - How much should I say?
How loudly should I shout?
In this world, is there anyone who doesn't see the crimes of the terrorist Ali Khamenei?
Why do we want to believe that this is an attack by Hamas on the holy land of Israel?
Why do we want to believe that ISIS was an independent group without direct support from Ali Khamenei?
Why do we want to believe that Hezbollah is an independent terrorist group?
Why don't we see the danger of the Islamic Republic of Iran?
Why don't we want to believe that the terrorist Ali Khamenei is no different from bin Laden or Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi?
Why don't we want to believe that Ali Khamenei is responsible for the deaths and suffering of children in Israel, the tragedies in Syria,
Lebanon, Yemen, Ukraine, and the supporter of all the terrorism in the world?
Why don't we give him his real title?
Khamenei is the god of terrorist

Khamenei commits crimes in Iran,
Commits crimes in Lebanon, commits crimes in Israel,
Commits crimes in Ukraine,
Commits crimes in Yemen,
Commits crimes everywhere,
But no one wants to believe it,
Because he is the leader of a very wealthy country.
A question arises,
Is peace without war,
With efforts to improve the environment,
With friendship and kindness,
Not beautiful?

I ask the reader of this article to think for a moment,
That different countries should be friends with each other,
No one should be an enemy to anyone,
All actions should be full of vibrancy,
No one should be afraid of paying taxes,
Because their country truly provides services to its citizens just like European countries with very high democracy standards,
Tourists should be able to travel to any country they desire without fear,
Poverty should not exist,
Sorrow should not exist.

Refugees who have forgotten their homeland due to pain and suffering,
Who have escaped and been exiled,
Should be able to live in their homelands without fear of death, imprisonment, and injustice.
Isn't the world more beautiful?

Do you know that last night, Khamenei, in a horrifying manner, murdered the renowned director Dariush Mehrjui along with his wife in
the artist's home? Why? Because he had only protested against compulsory hijab. Do you know that Khamenei has killed many
children in Iran?

Do you know that the people of Iran are so tired of Khamenei's ruthless government that these days, perhaps the best news for them is
a military attack by the holy land of Israel?



Why don't we defend peace, humanity, friendship, and kindness anymore? Why have we remained silent in the face of human
suffering? Defending equality, establishing justice, and humanity are all sacred. Why don't we take this matter more seriously?

Have you seen what they did to Israel?
They killed young girls and boys who were celebrating peace. They set children on fire.
Have you seen it?
Why we are not supporting more Israel?
Why don't we see the people of Ukraine? Why don't we see the injustices and crimes of Ali Khamenei?

Dear people, let's be together.
This is the best opportunity to raise our voices for friendship, love, and justice. But the condition for establishing this justice is a change
in the regime in Tehran and the absence of a criminal named Ali Khamenei.

I proclaim my name without fear because I know this article might put my life at risk, but I proudly state my name for the sake of peace,
friendship, and love, as the judgment of history is more important to me than silence and fear.

I am Saman Hajibabaie, the author of this text, and all the writings were my personal opinions. I was born in Iran.
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